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Marks

I Answer all.questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define lower pair and higher pair.

2. Name two types of friction clutch.

3. State any two fi.rnctions of keys.

4. Define the term base circle.

5. Define term slip. (5x2: 10)

PAKI' -, R

(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. F)ach question carries 6 marks.

1. Distingrlsh between shaft, spindle and axle.

2. List the factors goveming design of machine elements-

3. Write down the fi.nctions of coupling.

4. I{ow followers are classified ?

5. List the design considerations of piston.

6. Explain simple gear train and compor.urd gcar train-

7. A gear of 45 teeth has pitch circle diameter of 420mm. What is its module,

circular pitch and dedendum ?

(5x6 30)
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Marks

PAK| - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fi:/'l question from eachunit. Each fi.rll question carries 15 marks.)

Uxrr - I

n (a) Explain how constrained motion are classified. 7

(b) A hollow shaft of extemal and intemal diameters 150mm and 75mm is
fansmitting power at 150 rpm. Find the power tansmitted by the shafl, if the
shearing stess is not exceeding 65Mpa. 8

On

ry (a) With neat sketch explain Acker man steering gear mechanism.

(b) A solid shaft is required to transmit a torque of l0Kfi/m. Find the diameter of
shaft, if allowable shear stress is 50N/mm2.

Usrr - II

V (a) How keys are classified ?

(b) Explain the design of sleeve coupling.

On

8

VI (a) Explain different types of coupling. 7

(b) Design a rectangular key for a shaft of 45rnm diameter; the shearing and

crushing stresses in the key are limited to 80MPa and 240MPa respectively. 8

Urrr - [Il

VII Draw a cam profile to the given fbllower motion to a knife edge followel outstroke

during 60" of cam rotation. l)well for the next 30o, retum stroke during 60", dwell
remaining the rest of cam rotation.'lhe minimum diameter of the cam is i00mm eurd

the stroke is 30mm. Axis of fblloner is passes through the centre of the cam and

outstroke executed with SI{V and retum stroke is with uniform acceleration and

retardation. 15

On

VII What are the design considerations for a piston ? Write down equation for
thickness of piston head considering heat dissipation.

Urn -- IV

D( (a) With neat sketcb explain Gear tcnninologr.

(b) A toothed wheel has 108 teeth. Its module is 1.25mm. Find the circular pitctL

Pirch circle diameter and diamet-al oitch.

On

X (a) Derive an cxpression lor length of crossed be'lt drive.
(b) Explain eprcyclic gear train for power transmission

15
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